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Abstract— A novel tracking algorithm presented in this
paper is more advanced than other algorithms which have
been presented before. The target tracking algorithm is
implemented very clearly with the VHDL program. The
object is defined by its samples. In the previous decade, PDA
and JPDA algorithms are used for single target and multi
target tracking of respectively. There is more complexity for
dense target density in a cluster. So it is need to compute the
data within limited time and complete the algorithm which is
implemented early. The advancement of tracking algorithm
is going on time to time. After the PDA and JPDA algorithms
DAIRKF algorithm is developed which is more accurate and
easy to implement in VHDL and also the present algorithm is
implemented in Real- time. The advanced DAIRKF
algorithm is developed to track the multi target in high dense
cluster very clearly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proposed advance target tracking algorithm is
appropriate for multi target tracking. In PDA, only one
target can be tracked at a time, here normalized density of
a target shows the presence of a target in a region of
cluster. The Bayesian’s algorithm is used in PDA and
JPDA to represent the probability of a target in a specified
environment or region. If uncertainty about the
measurement origin decreases, the accuracy of the state
estimate must be very accurate for each target [3]. The
PDA and JPDA algorithm creates a weighted average of
all received measurement came from the target. The JPDA
algorithm tracks multi target at same time parallely. In
denser cluster it is difficult to implement the computation
utilizes more time with poor accuracy. This is the major
drawback. This problem is solved by DAIRKF algorithm
which is very less complex and easy to implement this
algorithm [1].

All the tracking algorithms are completely based on
Kalman filtering which is recursive in nature. The Kalman
Filter has many applications, e.g. in dynamic positioning
of ships where the Kalman Filter estimates the position
and the speed of the vessel and also environmental forces.
These estimates are used in the positional control system
of the ship. The Kalman Filter is also used in soft-sensor
systems used for supervision, in fault-detection systems,
and in Model-based Predictive Controllers (MPCs) which
is an important type of model-based controllers [10].

The optimal estimate is produced by state estimation in
Kalman Filter which senses that the mean value of the sum
(actually of any linear combination) of the estimation
errors gets a minimal value. The Kalman Filter gain is a

time varying gain matrix [7]. Usually it is necessary to fine-
tune the Kalman Filter when it is connected to the real
system. The process disturbance (noise) auto-covariance Q
and/or the measurement noise auto-covariance R are
commonly used for the tuning. However, since R is
relatively easy to calculate from a time series of
measurements using some variance function, we only
consider adjusting R here.

The estate estimate and measurement is defined as
measurement noise if there are n targets is presented in a
clustered and all targets are tracked at a time i.e. multi
target tracking is done. This tracking procedure is
characterized by mathematical expressions.

Fig.1. General Model of advanced multi target tracking
with sensor fusion

The Fig.1 shows the general model of advanced multi
target tracking with global optimal error. All the sensors
capture the status of the object in cluttered environment
and some random noise is introduced during measurement
processes in all the regions. The noise is optimised
globally by global optimal characteristic [15] and hence
most appropriate target tracking takes place. In case of
multi sensor target tracking the behaviour of all sensors is
integrated and defines as fusion [10].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The mathematical relation is found by pedicle of next
state estimate with the relation of previous. Estate estimate
with Gaussian noise and measurement is the relationship
of previous state estimate with same permissible
measurement noise, defined as Kalman filtering for single
target. These equations are also known as key equations to
estimate measurement of a thing present randomly in a
region. As the filtering processes is iterative let in
measurements are taken during each measurement a
Gaussian measurement noise is detected and assured that
is random and is defined as white noise.

1k k k kX F X v  (1)
and

k k k kY H X w  (2)
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These equations are also known as key equations for
measuring of an object with defined prediction. Xk is
priori (prediction) column matrix of different targets [3].

For ‘m’ measurements the measurement equation is
represented as in the all past algorithms targets predicted
signals are presented in the form of sampled data and this
is elements of matrix whether it is known row of square
matrix.

Let for single target ‘m’ measurement is taken and let
‘n’ targets are available in a clusture then above equations
can be written as-

1
t t t
k k k kX F X v  (3)

And

, ,
t t t
k J k k k JY H X w  (4)

Where
1

t
kX 
∈ QR and t

kv ∈ QR, these are defined as

system state and noise and
,

t
k JY ∈ PS and

,
t
k Jw ∈ PS are

define as measurement state and measurement noise. Here
t shows the targets Noise is assumed to be a Gaussian or
white noise. Updation of state vector is proceeding with
each and every discrete time.

The past general steps of DAIRKF algorithm to track
target is-
1. Generate defined no of samples of a target as prediction.
2. Measurement is taken for predicted value of specified

target.
3. Update state estimate with time.
4. Again measurement is taken (thus a matrix of all

measurements is found)
5. Iterate process for j = 1……….m

The DAIRKF algorithm is advance than all other
previous algorithms in computational and its simplicity [1].
The measurement equations (4) is written as-
The State updation

1k k k kX F X v 

and measurement

kk k kY h X w


 

Where,

k kkw w w


  , optimal error

 k kw E w , mean of noise

 k kh E h , mean of integrated random coefficient matrices

For multi target tracking all the matrices related to its
state vector, measurement, process error, measurement
error and integrated random coefficient are written.

  '1 2 3, , . . . . . . . . . . . . . N
k k k k kX x x x x ; for t=1 and N is the no of

samples
For multi-targets –

  '1 ' 2 ' 3 ' ', , . . . . . . . . . . .t n
k k k k kX X X X X ; for t =1…..n

 
 

'1 ' 2 ' 3 ' '

'1 ' 2 ' 3 ' '

, , ...........

, , ...........

t n
k k k k k

t n
k k k k k

v v v v v

y y y y y





and

 '1' 2' 3' ', , ...........t n
k k k k kw w w w w

  '1 ' 2 ' 3 ' ', , . . . . . . . . . . . n
k k k k kh h h h h , hk is a diagonal matrix again

t
t

k kk ky h X w


 

Under the additional conditions on the system
dynamics, the Kalman filter dynamics converges to a
steady state filter and steady state gain is derived [1-3].

 / / 1 / 1kk k k k k k k kX X K y h X   
1

'

/ kwkk k kK p h R




 '
/ 1 / / 1k

kk k k k k k v k k kp F p F R I K h p    

III. ERROR OPTIMIZATION

In case of DAIRKF the error is sub optimal, iterated and
filters out but it cannot be so optimal in global sense. The
global optimality is achieved by obtaining the mean value
which is near about to the error. This optimization is done
by calculating the appropriate value of mean error
(measurement which is error near about to the
measurement error). Here linear model is adopted to
calculate the mean error. In this model error function is
defined as follows [15-17]-

 ' 'm in 2s
k

k k k kw P
w A w a w f w


  

Now for m measurements-

  ' '2
i i ii k k i k i k ig w w B w b w    ; i =1…….m

&   ' 1j k k j kd w w E w  ; j=1……..n
Ej can be calculated by above equation.

as   0i kg w  and   0j kd w 

The optimality characterization is described by the
equation given bellow.

   '

1 1

0
m n

k kk i i j j k
i j

w w A B E w w 
 

 
    

 
  

The appropriate value of kw is so chosen so that this
condition is satisfy known as necessary and sufficient
global optimality condition. This value of kw for which
the condition satisfies known as KKT point and condition
is defined error as global optimality characterization [11].
The optimal error is defined as-

k kkw w w


 

As the kw is nearest to
kw then kw


will be minimal or

optimal and measurement will be more accurate.
Mean square error variance is calculated as-

'
2

k

k k
w

E w w  

  
 

 

This kw
 is used for iteration of calculate more accurate

results in the measurement stage. Optimization of error
gives better result even in high dense clusture to identify
multi-targets. This algorithm is described in steps as-
1. Set k=0 and generate N samples for all targets t = 1…n.
2. Define random coefficient matrices Fk and Hk as upper

half and lower half matrices,
3. Set N=8 for no of samples.
4. Update samples for time k.
5. Take measurement for time k then for k+1 in iterative

procedure.
6. Integrate all measurements and state vectors for all the

targets parallel.
7. Find mean of converges random coefficient matrix and

integrated state vector.
8. Precede global optimal error theorem and find

appropriate value of mean at which error is optimal.
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9. Put mean value of state vector in previous
measurements and go for iteration to calculate advance
measurement.
The global error optimization in multi target tracking is

computed by sequential mathematical procedure for
optimality of error which is implemented in real time
VHDL. Kalman filtering dynamic linear model provides
the optimal error and for minimization of error global
optimality algorithm is proposed. The flow chart which is
given below for complete algorithm is used to track multi-
target accurately than the DAIRKF.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The VHDL results related to predicted and measurement
outputs for all the targets are shown here, the targets are
just specified by particular signal. Target 1 is just
represented by sinusoidal wave, target 2 is also
represented by sinusoidal with 1800 out of phase with the
first target and target 3 and target 4 are represented by saw
tooth and triangular wave respectively in Fig.2.

Fig.2. All real time targets are represented by its particular
wave

First of all target signals are sampled at a particular
sampling rate. Fig3 shows the sampled signals of all
targets. Here for simplicity eight no. of samples are taken.

Fig.3. Sampled signals are shown in the above figure

The measurement outputs of the DAIRKF algorithm are
shown in figure 4 for the all the targets. From the results it
is very clear that measurement is not so identical as
compared to original signals i.e. random error is present in
the measurements.

Fig.4. Output signal of DAIRKF algorithm waveform for
the measurement

The measurement output signals in global optimality
condition for all targets separately is shown in the figure 5,
from this figure it is very clear that the measured output is
find and just identical with the original signals with some
extent of error. These results are more accurate as
compared to the DAIRKF results.

Fig.5. Output obtained in proposed advanced algorithm for
all targets

The error in both algorithms measurement outputs is
shown below in the figure6; from top to bottom the first
four signals show the errors in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

respectively, the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th signals show the error
of measurements for global optimal algorithm.

Fig.6. DAIRKF error and global optimal error

From the above results it is very clear that error of
advance algorithm for multitarget tracking is optimal as
compared to all previous algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Proposed algorithm is used to track target more
accurately in which error is minimal. This algorithm is
more efficient as compared to all algorithms used before
this; the simulation results clarify the accuracy and
validity of algorithm.  In integrated random coefficient
Kalman filtering with global MSE optimization algorithm
the error is optimized so that any target can be identified
very clearly. The error in global optimality algorithm is
minimized by selecting the appropriate mean error point.
The further improvement in measurement can be possible
with finding the new KKT point for mean of global
optimal error to fined absolute optimal error. This gives
better results in any type of environment and clutter.
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